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RenewFM, through talking with pastors, community leaders and people with a strong concern for their 
community, have determined that the following issues are the current issues of highest concern in the 
area and this report has been created to show how we have addressed these issues. 

1.  EDUCATION 
RenewFM believes that a good Biblical education is the foundation of a rewarding and satisfying life 
(Jesus said that he came to give life and that abundantly!). Education is important because the more 
knowledgeable we are about God the better equipped we are to make life decisions that will benefit us
(and others) in the long-term.  We also believe that, in addition to studying God’s word, it is important 
that our children are getting a good education in schools and that our undergraduate and graduate 
students are being taught unbiased truth in their learning institutions. So we encourage people to 
stand up for truth and fight for good teachers in educational systems. 

2.  THE ECONOMY & EMPLOYMENT
We at RenewFM try to provide programming that encourages our listeners to make wise financial 
decisions through good financial stewardship and to put their trust in God knowing that he provides for
our needs. 

3.  FAMILY & MARRIAGE
RenewFM understands that no family situation is perfect. We desire to provide programming that 
addresses all types of issues for struggling families.  But our solution to these issues is found in 
Biblical principles and spiritual wisdom not just in psychologists and self help books. We strongly 
promote a family first structure of living with a high value put on Biblical marriage. 

4.  RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
We at RenewFM are doing our best to educate people that religious and constitutional freedoms are 
often an issue in schools and there is a constant struggle to take God out of the schools. RenewFM 
brings programming that addresses the true heart issues of fear, religious freedom and security. 

5.  PUBLIC SAFETY 
Whether our listeners have to deal with icy roads, blazing fires or windy weather, we want them to be 
well equipped for anything that could come their way. So we provide programming to deal with some 
of the safety issues in hopes that it may just save a life one day. That’s why it’s important to us that 
listeners be aware of safety hazards within their homes, cars, and workplaces. 

The following are different types of programming used to address these broadcast issues:

“Around the Town” is a locally produced program focusing on issues, informing the community and 
encouraging education that relates to the station's city and county of license (we receive no financial 
reimbursement). All programs air at 3:00pm Eastern Time on Saturdays and Sundays.

“Public Service Announcements” are messages in the public interest disseminated by the media 
without charge, with the objective of raising awareness or changing public attitudes and behavior 
towards a social issue.

“Regular Programming”  are programs from around the country produced by more than 25 pastors, 
teachers and/or ministries. They unquestionably address our broadcast issues on a daily basis.



EDUCATION 

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: One of Cape Cod’s Newest Schools Shares About Their Growth
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Dr. Tracy Waters, Head and Founder of Cape Cod Christian Academy
Aired: At 3pm on January 13-14, 2024 for 16 minutes and 57 seconds.
Topic: Tracy talks about the hybrid model of Cape Cod Christian Academy and how it offers parents 
resources when it comes to homeschooling their kids. The resources would include curriculum 
planning, teaching support, testing and a flexible schedule. Cape Cod Christian Academy provides 
qualified teachers with a decade of experience on average for grades K-7th. The school now has a 
new location and Tracy says they are hoping to eventually build an official campus. They are currently 
offering grades K-7th and will be expanding to 8th grade this year. 

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: The Need for a Media Detox 
Host: Angelena Houseman 
Guest: Lisa Anderson from Focus on the Family 
Aired: February 24-25, 2024 at 3pm for 21 minutes and 56 seconds. 
Topic: Lisa emphasizes the importance of taking a break from the different types of media we 
consume and the effects we might experience with excessive usage. She talks about how digital 
interactions can have a negative impact on our mental health, relationship and time management. She
also gives advice on what we can do to limit our exposure and how we can be more productive with 
our time such as identifying your offenders, picking one to put a limit on, and finding things to replace 
it. 

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Them Before Us: Making Sure Children Are Put First
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Katy Faust is the Founder and President of the organization Them Before Us
Aired: At 3pm on March 2-3 and 23-24, 2024 for 26 minutes and 41 seconds.
Topic: Katy Faust talks about the importance of putting the needs of children first when it comes to 
making important decisions such as divorce, adoption, and reproductive technology. She wants to 
challenge adults to do the hard thing themselves as well as educate them on the possible negative 
impacts those choices have on a child. The results can be traumatic for children who are put in a 
position to experience loss at such a young age and are unable to cope. Katy drives home the point 
that children should always be protected and their well being needs to be taken into consideration 
when it comes to adults having to make difficult decisions regarding their family.
 
Around the Town: NEW

Title: How CEF Can Disciple The Young People in Your Community
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Fred Pry is the Vice President of Administration at Child Evangelism Fellowship
Aired: At 3pm on March 9-10 and 30-31, 2024 for 23 minutes and 58 seconds.
Topic: Fred Pry discusses the opportunities to reach out to the young people in our communities and 
how the Child Evangelism Fellowship can help disciple them with the Gospel. CEF offers ministries 
such as school clubs, Good News Camp and public outreach where people can come alongside their 
communities around the world. They also offer digital ministry through TV and radio programs. 



Churches and individuals can get involved in sharing the Gospel with the children who are most 
vulnerable in the schools in their communities. 

“Regular Programming” 

Bridge Bible Talk airs live, Monday through Thursday from 3 to 4 pm and a previously recorded 
program airs on Fridays. Listeners can call in to talk with pastors, have their questions answered live 
on the air or to receive prayer. Questions range from Biblical passages and personal issues to current 
events and issues faced by all listeners.

The Word Remains with host George Small of Fitchburg, MA, is a locally produced, 14-minute daily 
program expounding the Bible. It airs Monday through Friday at 4:42 pm and 4:00 am. 

BreakPoint: BreakPoint and the Colson Center for Christian Worldview seek to equip and train 
modern Christians to carry on that culture-shaping work by bringing the Christian worldview to bear in 
all areas of life. This program airs Monday through Friday two times per day for 4 minutes. Saturday it 
airs for 26 minutes starting at 5 PM.

The Dacus Report: Produced weekly, the president and founder of Pacific Justice Institute, Brad 
Dacus, Esq., brings you The Dacus Report (formerly Pacific Justice Report), defending religious 
freedom, parental rights and other civil liberties. This talk radio show comes to you at 5:00 PM, 
Sundays for 26 minutes.

THE ECONOMY & EMPLOYMENT

“Regular Programming”

Bridge Bible Talk airs live, Monday through Thursday from 3 to 4 pm and a previously recorded 
program airs on Fridays. Listeners can call in to talk with pastors, have their questions answered live 
on the air or to receive prayer. Questions range from Biblical passages and personal issues to current 
events and issues faced by all listeners.

Custom Local News provides us with New England regional morning and afternoon newscasts.
 
BreakPoint: BreakPoint and the Colson Center for Christian Worldview seek to equip and train 
modern Christians to carry on that culture-shaping work by bringing the Christian worldview to bear in 
all areas of life. This program airs Monday through Friday two times per day for 4 minutes. Saturday it 
airs for 26 minutes starting at 5 PM.

The Dacus Report: Produced weekly, the president and founder of Pacific Justice Institute, Brad 
Dacus, Esq., brings you The Dacus Report (formerly Pacific Justice Report), defending religious 
freedom, parental rights and other civil liberties. This talk radio show comes to you at 5:00 PM, 
Sundays for 26 minutes.
 
The Legal Edge: The Legal Edge is a radio show that discusses Family Law and Probate Law issues.
It airs 1 to 2 times per weekday for 1 minute.



FAMILY & MARRIAGE

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Option Ultrasound: 500,000 Moms Choosing Life for Their Babies
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Garry Schneeberger, Assistant to the President of Media Relations at Focus on the Family
Aired: At 3pm on January 6-7 and 20-21, 2024 for 17 minutes and 28 seconds.
Topic: Gary talks about Focus on the Family’s program “Option Ultrasound” and how it shows women 
the life growing in the womb. He celebrates the milestone of 500,000 women since the start of the 
program in 2004 who have chosen life for their babies. The program raises money to help pregnancy 
medical clinics to aid moms in their pregnancy by providing high quality ultrasound machines as well 
as providing help such as counseling, prenatal/postnatal care, and adoption. Gary also touches on the
scientific reality of the life in the womb and how it should be protected and celebrated. 

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: One of Cape Cod’s Newest Schools Shares About Their Growth
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Dr. Tracy Waters, Head and Founder of Cape Cod Christian Academy
Aired: At 3pm on January 13-14, 2024 for 16 minutes and 57 seconds.
Topic: Tracy talks about the hybrid model of Cape Cod Christian Academy and how it offers parents 
resources when it comes to homeschooling their kids. The resources would include curriculum 
planning, teaching support, testing and a flexible schedule. Cape Cod Christian Academy provides 
qualified teachers with a decade of experience on average for grades K-7th. The school now has a 
new location and Tracy says they are hoping to eventually build an official campus. They are currently 
offering grades K-7th and will be expanding to 8th grade this year. 

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: The Need for a Media Detox 
Host: Angelena Houseman 
Guest: Lisa Anderson from Focus on the Family 
Aired: February 24-25, 2024 at 3pm for 21 minutes and 56 seconds. 
Topic: Lisa emphasizes the importance of taking a break from the different types of media we 
consume and the effects we might experience with excessive usage. She talks about how digital 
interactions can have a negative impact on our mental health, relationship and time management. She
also gives advice on what we can do to limit our exposure and how we can be more productive with 
our time such as identifying your offenders, picking one to put a limit on, and finding things to replace 
it. 

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Them Before Us: Making Sure Children Are Put First
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Katy Faust is the Founder and President of the organization Them Before Us
Aired: At 3pm on March 2-3 and 23-24, 2024 for 26 minutes and 41 seconds.
Topic: Katy Faust talks about the importance of putting the needs of children first when it comes to 
making important decisions such as divorce, adoption, and reproductive technology. She wants to 
challenge adults to do the hard thing themselves as well as educate them on the possible negative 
impacts those choices have on a child. The results can be traumatic for children who are put in a 
position to experience loss at such a young age and are unable to cope. Katy drives home the point 



that children should always be protected and their well being needs to be taken into consideration 
when it comes to adults having to make difficult decisions regarding their family.

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Controlling Screen Time As A Family
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Adam Holtz is the Director of Plugged In for Focus on the Family
Aired: At 3pm on March 16-17, 2024 for 21 minutes and 20 seconds
Topic: Adam Holtz is promoting Focus on the Family’s new book, “Becoming A Screen Savvy Family”.
He explains the importance of parents setting the example for their kids when it comes to the media 
they consume as well as the amount of screen time they indulge in. Adam gives practical tips for 
parents on how to gradually change the way media and screens affect their families. Plugged In is part
of Focus on the Family and equips parents to know what’s out there by reviewing everything from 
movies to youtube channels. It helps parents filter through what’s coming into their homes and how it 
can have a negative or positive impact on the family. 

“Regular Programming”

Bridge Bible Talk airs live, Monday through Thursday from 3 to 4 pm and a previously recorded 
program airs on Fridays. Listeners can call in to talk with pastors, have their questions answered live 
on the air or to receive prayer. Questions range from Biblical passages and personal issues to current 
events and issues faced by all listeners.

The Word Remains with host George Small of Fitchburg, MA, is a locally produced, 14-minute daily 
program expounding the Bible. It airs Monday through Friday at 4:42 pm and 4:00 am. 

The Dacus Report: Produced weekly, the president and founder of Pacific Justice Institute, Brad 
Dacus, Esq., brings you The Dacus Report (formerly Pacific Justice Report), defending religious 
freedom, parental rights and other civil liberties. This talk radio show comes to you at 5:00 PM, 
Sundays for 26 minutes.

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

Around the Town: NEW

 Title: Option Ultrasound: 500,000 Moms Choosing Life for Their Babies
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Garry Schneeberger, Assistant to the President of Media Relations at Focus on the Family
Aired: At 3pm on January 6-7 and 20-21, 2024 for 17 minutes and 28 seconds.
Topic: Gary talks about Focus on the Family’s program “Option Ultrasound” and how it shows women 
the life growing in the womb. He celebrates the milestone of 500,000 women since the start of the 
program in 2004 who have chosen life for their babies. The program raises money to help pregnancy 
medical clinics to aid moms in their pregnancy by providing high quality ultrasound machines as well 
as providing help such as counseling, prenatal/postnatal care, and adoption. Gary also touches on the
scientific reality of the life in the womb and how it should be protected and celebrated. 



Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: One of Cape Cod’s Newest Schools Shares About Their Growth
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Dr. Tracy Waters, Head and Founder of Cape Cod Christian Academy
Aired: At 3pm on January 13-14, 2024 for 16 minutes and 57 seconds.
Topic: Tracy talks about the hybrid model of Cape Cod Christian Academy and how it offers parents 
resources when it comes to homeschooling their kids. The resources would include curriculum 
planning, teaching support, testing and a flexible schedule. Cape Cod Christian Academy provides 
qualified teachers with a decade of experience on average for grades K-7th. The school now has a 
new location and Tracy says they are hoping to eventually build an official campus. They are currently 
offering grades K-7th and will be expanding to 8th grade this year. 

Around the Town: NEW

Title: How CEF Can Disciple The Young People in Your Community
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Fred Pry is the Vice President of Administration at Child Evangelism Fellowship
Aired: At 3pm on March 9-10 and 30-31, 2024 for 23 minutes and 58 seconds.
Topic: Fred Pry discusses the opportunities to reach out to the young people in our communities and 
how the Child Evangelism Fellowship can help disciple them with the Gospel. CEF offers ministries 
such as school clubs, Good News Camp and public outreach where people can come alongside their 
communities around the world. They also offer digital ministry through TV and radio programs. 
Churches and individuals can get involved in sharing the Gospel with the children who are most 
vulnerable in the schools in their communities. 

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Controlling Screen Time As A Family
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Adam Holtz is the Director of Plugged In for Focus on the Family
Aired: At 3pm on March 16-17, 2024 for 21 minutes and 20 seconds
Topic: Adam Holtz is promoting Focus on the Family’s new book, “Becoming A Screen Savvy Family”.
He explains the importance of parents setting the example for their kids when it comes to the media 
they consume as well as the amount of screen time they indulge in. Adam gives practical tips for 
parents on how to gradually change the way media and screens affect their families. Plugged In is part
of Focus on the Family and equips parents to know what’s out there by reviewing everything from 
movies to youtube channels. It helps parents filter through what’s coming into their homes and how it 
can have a negative or positive impact on the family. 

“Regular Programming”

Bridge Bible Talk airs live, Monday through Thursday from 3 to 4 pm and a previously recorded 
program airs on Fridays. Listeners can call in to talk with pastors, have their questions answered live 
on the air or to receive prayer. Questions range from Biblical passages and personal issues to current 
events and issues faced by all listeners.

The Word Remains with host George Small of Fitchburg, MA, is a locally produced, 14-minute daily 
program expounding the Bible. It airs Monday through Friday at 4:42 pm and 4:00 am. 

BreakPoint: BreakPoint and the Colson Center for Christian Worldview seek to equip and train 
modern Christians to carry on that culture-shaping work by bringing the Christian worldview to bear in 



all areas of life. This program airs Monday through Friday two times per day for 4 minutes. Saturday it 
airs for 26 minutes starting at 5 PM.

The Dacus Report: Produced weekly, the president and founder of Pacific Justice Institute, Brad 
Dacus, Esq., brings you The Dacus Report (formerly Pacific Justice Report), defending religious 
freedom, parental rights and other civil liberties. This talk radio show comes to you at 5:00 PM, 
Sundays for 26 minutes.
 
The Legal Edge: The Legal Edge is a radio show that discusses Family Law and Probate Law issues.
It airs 1 to 2 times per weekday for 1 minute.

PUBLIC SAFETY:

Around the Town: NEW

Title: Option Ultrasound: 500,000 Moms Choosing Life for Their Babies
Host: Angelena Houseman
Guest: Garry Schneeberger, Assistant to the President of Media Relations at Focus on the Family
Aired: At 3pm on January 6-7 and 20-21, 2024 for 17 minutes and 28 seconds.
Topic: Gary talks about Focus on the Family’s program “Option Ultrasound” and how it shows women 
the life growing in the womb. He celebrates the milestone of 500,000 women since the start of the 
program in 2004 who have chosen life for their babies. The program raises money to help pregnancy 
medical clinics to aid moms in their pregnancy by providing high quality ultrasound machines as well 
as providing help such as counseling, prenatal/postnatal care, and adoption. Gary also touches on the
scientific reality of the life in the womb and how it should be protected and celebrated.

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: Far Reaching Ministries 
Host: Pastor George Small 
Guest: Wes Bentley 
Aired: January 27-28, 2024 at 3pm for 36 minutes and 23 seconds. 
Topic: Wes talks about how he became involved in Far Reaching Ministries and his passion for 
rescuing children who have been abused in the sex trafficking industry. He goes into detail about the 
many stories of his team rescuing children in need and how they are being cared for today. He 
encourages the listeners to get involved through prayer and child sponsorship. 

Around the Town: Re-Air

Title: The Need for a Media Detox 
Host: Angelena Houseman 
Guest: Lisa Anderson from Focus on the Family 
Aired: February 24-25, 2024 at 3pm for 21 minutes and 56 seconds. 
Topic: Lisa emphasizes the importance of taking a break from the different types of media we 
consume and the effects we might experience with excessive usage. She talks about how digital 
interactions can have a negative impact on our mental health, relationship and time management. She
also gives advice on what we can do to limit our exposure and how we can be more productive with 
our time such as identifying your offenders, picking one to put a limit on, and finding things to replace 
it. 



“Regular Programming”

Bridge Bible Talk airs live, Monday through Thursday from 3 to 4 pm and a previously recorded 
program airs on Fridays. Listeners can call in to talk with pastors, have their questions answered live 
on the air or to receive prayer. Questions range from Biblical passages and personal issues to current 
events and issues faced by all listeners.

Custom Local News provides New England regional morning and afternoon newscasts.

Hometown Forecast Services provides daily and overnight weather forecasts.


